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Abstract 

Alpha-driven toroidal Alfven eigenmodes (TAB) are observed as 

predicted by theory in the post neutral beam phase in high central q (safety 

factor) deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasmas in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 

(TFTR) [D. J. Grove and D. M. Meade, Nucl. Fusion 25, 1167 (1985)l. The 

mode location, poloidal structure and the importance of q proElefor TAE 

instability are discussed. So far no alpha particle loss due to these modes 

was detected due to the small mode amplitude. However, alpha loss induced 

by kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs) was observed in high-conEnementD- 

T discharges. Particle orbit simulation demonstrates that the wave-particle 

resonant interaction can explain the observed correlation between the increase 

in alpha loss and appearance of multiple high-n (n  2 6, n is the toroidal mode 

number) modes. 

PACS numbers: 52.55.Pi 52.35.-g 52.35.P~ 52.65.C~ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a burning plasma such as ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental 

Reactor [ l]), MHD (magnetohydrodynamic) instabilities can potentially cause the 

3.5 MeV fusion alpha particles to be lost before they thermalize [2].  SigniEcant 

loss of energetic alphas may inhibit ignition or damage the Erstwall of the reactor. 

Among many possible MHD modes, the alpha-driven toroidal Alfven eigen- 

modes (TAEs) [3] are theoretically predicted to be the most dangerous [4]. To 

test the theory and to study the alpha-driven TAE (a-TAE) in D-T plasmas, an 

extensive search for the a-TAE has been undertaken in TFTR D-T experiments 

[5, 4, 71. The lack of observed a-TAE in high fusion power D-T experiments 

(Piusion 5 10.7 M W  and ,& ;5 0.3%, where is the ratio of alpha pressure to 

magnetic pressure) has led to important modiEcationsto the TAE theories. These 

improvements in theoretical modeling have led to a prediction of the a-TAE in the 

post neutral-beam-injection phase [8]. Recently, such a-TAEs have indeed been 

observed [9]. Section I1 shows some of the detailed observation and theoretical 

calculations. So far no correlated alpha particle loss is observed associated with 

the a-TAE activity. 

However, alpha loss due to a similar wave-particle resonance was observed 

in some other high-performance D-T discharges where kinetic-ballooning-modes 

(KBM) [lo] were excited due to the strong plasma pressure gradient [ l l] .  Study of 

the loss mechanism using a particle simulation code provides interesting insight into 

the particle-wave interaction. This KBM-induced alpha particle loss is discussed 

in Section 111. Discussion and conclusions are given in Section IV. 

II. ALPHA-DRIVEN TOROIDAL ALFVEN EIGENMODE (TAE) 
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A. Theoretical prediction 

To destabilize a TAE, the alpha drive or growth rate (ya)  needs to exceed the 

total damping rate (yd). The growth rate is proportional to the alpha pressure (or 

,f3, = 2p0P,/B2, where Pa is the alpha pressure, B is the magnetic Eeld). Also, 

the resonant condition V ,  - VA needs to be satisEed,where V, = ,/2E,/m,, E, 

is the alpha energy, ma is the alpha mass, and VA is the Alfvem velocity given by 

VA = B/J--, where mi and n; are the ion atomic mass and density. The 

damping rate is a sum over various damping mechanisms ranging from velocity 

space Landau damping to geometry related processes such as radiative damping, 

trapped electron collisional damping, Alfven continuum damping, etc. (for example, 

see discussion in Ref. [SI). Numerical analysis using the NOVA-K code [12] shows 

that for the ,& values (5 0.3%) achieved in TFTR, the plasma should be stable 

to the a-TAE during the neutral beam phase, mainly due to the strong beam-ion 

Landau damping. However, after the neutral beam (NB) turned off, the ratio of 

growth rate to damping rate becomes dramatically reduced. This is primarily due 

to the much longer slowing down time for alpha particles (- 0.5 sec) than for the 

beam ions (5 0.1 sec). Therefore, a-TAEs are most likely to be transiently excited 

in the post beam phase. However, the fact that the a-TAE has not been previously 

seen in the post-beam phase of normal D-T supershot plasmas implies that some 

other factor(s) is involved. Recent numerical analyses showed that plasmas with 

low central magnetic shear [8] s = (r/q)dq/dr and high central q [13] are more 

unstable, mainly because of a wider TAE gap (less Alfven continuum damping) 

and a larger distance between gaps (less radiative damping) in such a magnetic 

geometry. 

An experiment motivated by these theoretical predictions successfully excited 
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1 
the a-TAE. The experiment and Erstobservations have been described in Ref. [9] .  

In the following we will show additional experimental data and further discuss the 

physics of the a-TAE. 

B. Basic observations 

The post-beam a-TAEs have been observed in two types of plasmas [9]. The 

Ersttype is characterized by large major radius R = 2.60 m, plasma current Ip = 1.6 

MA, and higher central q, qo 2 2 (we call this the high-qo plasma). The second type 

of plasma has smaller major radius R = 2.52 m, higher plasma current Ip = 2.0 

MA, and lower central q, qo 2 1 (we call this the low-qo plasma). Figure 1 shows 

one discharge of each type. The TAE modes are consistently seen in the 100 - 300 

ms window after the neutral beam (NB) termination. The q proiElesduring the NB 

phase are measured by a Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic [14]. In the post- 

beam phase, they are either calculated by the transport simulation code TRANSP 

[ 151 based on measured plasma prolEles,or from an interpolation of the MSE data 

measured in the main NB phase and the diagnostic beam blip phase at 3.05-3.1 sec. 

It is important to note that the central q in both cases is higher than the conventional 

supershot plasmas where qo 1: 0.8. The fusion power in the highyo plasmas is a 

factor of 2 lower than the low-qo plasmas, see Fig. l(b). The peak fusion power in 

the discharge where a-TAE is detected is as low as 1.75 MW (with PB = 24 MW). 

The post-beam TAE was Erstobserved in a neutral beam plus ICRF (ion-cyclotron 

range of frequencies heating) D-T experiment, where the fusion power was only 

about 1 M W .  However, due to the existence of the minority tail ions, the analysis 

of these ICRF discharges was more complicated. I 

The TAEs were detected by the external magnetic coils (Mirnov coils [16]) and 

by the internal re0ectometer diagnostic [9 ]  for the strongest modes. The observed 
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dominant TAE has toroidal mode number n = 3. The TAE amplitude at the edge 

is about 0.4-0.5 mGauss, or &/€lo E 1 x lo-'. Although the TAE amplitudes are 

about the same in both plasmas [Fig. l(d)], the the background magnetic turbulence 

level in the high-qo large-R discharges is about 0.2 mGauss, while in the low-qo 

small-R cases is only about 0.05 mGauss. (This is mainly due to the difference in 

the distance between the plasma and the magnetic coils.) Except for some weak 

low frequency n = 1 external MHD, no SigniEcantcoherent MHD activity was 

observed in these plasmas. In contrast to the usual supershot plasmas, the n = 1 

Eshbone-typemodes are absent due to qo > 1 in these plasmas. 

C. Mode location and frequency evolution 

The mode location is crucial for TAE idenUcation. The mode shown as the 

dashed curves in Fig. l(d) and (e) was detected by a core microwave reaectometer 

diagnostic at r / a  N 0.42, and not seen in the outer channel at r / a  21 0.57. Due 

to the limited number of re0ectometer channels, this measurement does not deter- 

mine the spatial location of the TAE. The mode location can be estimated from 

a comparison between the TAE frequency and plasma density due to the Alfven 

feature of these modes. This method has previously been used to identify the 

location of the Alfven frequency mode (AFM) [17]. Shown in Fig. 2(a) are the 

time traces of the electron density at different radii measured by the multichannel 

infrared interferometer. A small edge event happened at 3.01 sec that caused a 

sudden increase in the edge density. The propagation of this perturbation to the 

core can be clearly seen. Corresponding to this event the edge AFM shows a 

sharp drop in frequency, see Fig. 2(b). On the other hand, the n=3 TAE, shown in 

Fig. 2(c), does not show such an instantaneous response. Instead, there is a rollover 

which correlates with the core density changes. Using the TAE frequency deEni- 

. 

. 
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tion, ~ T A E  fi VA/47rqR c( B/Rq& we can locate the mode from the correlation 

between the mode frequency and the density. As shown in Fig. 2(c) the mode 

location determined by this method is 0.25 5 r / a  5 0.45. This result is consistent 

with the re0ectometer measurement. 

D. Mode poloidal structure 

An interesting and somewhat puzzling observation in the a-TAE experiment 

is the poloidal mode structure. Figure 3(a) shows the poloidal variation of the 

n=3 TAE amplitude measured from the Mirnov coil array. (Note that the mode 

amplitude shown in Fig.1 is from the toroidal array at 8 N -65".) The mode 

is strongly peaked around the high Eeldside, that is, it has an TManti-ballooning 

character. This feature is seen for TAEs in both R = 2.60 m and R = 2.52 m 

plasmas. This is very different from the mode structure observed in the ICRF-driven 

TAEs shown in Fig. 3(b), where the modes are ballooning or weakly-ballooning. 

For another comparison, Fig. 3(c) shows the mode structure for the high-n (=6) 

kinetic ballooning mode (KBM), to be discussed in Section In. Of course, this 

result may not reoect the real mode structure inside the plasma. However, if this 

in-out asymmetry were intrinsic, it might indicate that the observed a-TAE is the 

so-called TModd-;RE or kinetic TAE (K-TAE) as predicted in Ref. [lS]. On the 

other hand, as shown in Ref. [SI the observed mode frequencies are systematically 

located near the bottom of the TAE gap. This implies that the modes are more likely 

to be the TMeven-XE [19]. Also, NOVA-K calculations seem also to indicate that 

the even-TAE is more unstable than the odd-TAE [20]. 

. 

Another interesting observation is the sequence in which the different mode 

numbers appear. In the low-qo discharge (95796), the n=4 mode appears Erstand 

is followed by n=3, and then by n=2, see Fig. 2. However, in a high-q, discharge, 
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the sequence is n=2,4, and 3. Comparing with the ICRF-driven TAE, we found that 

the ICRF-TAEs often have multiple modes even at similar low mode amplitudes 

as the a-TAE. 

E. Stat is tical observations 

Observation of the a-TAE in these relatively low fusion power plasmas also 

raises a question: Why are the post-beam TAEs only observed in these plasmas 

but not in other higher fusion power supershot discharges? As shown in Fig. 4(a), 

the achieved pol(0) (140 ms after the NB phase) in a-TAE discharges is generally 

smaller than the supershot plasmas even with the same maximum fusion power. 

The most striking feature of a-TAE discharges is the elevated central q (or low 

shear in the core) as shown in Fig. 4(b). First of all, the threshold pol(0) for a-TAE 

is a factor of 2 lower in the high-qo case than in the low-qo case. All the regular 

supershot plasmas have qo < 1. Obviously, the pol is also important. TAEs are not 

observed in some high-qo (- 1.5) discharges when the pol is low, see Fig. 4(b). 

However, a-TAE has not been observed in reversed magnetic shear [21] plasmas in 

which the qo is even higher. This fact indicates that the qo is not the only parameter 

that determines the a-TAE regime. 

Numerical calculation using NOVA-K code shows that the most important pa- 

rameter that determines the post-beam a-TAE is the q profile.As discussed in Ref. 

[9] ,  the low-shearhigh-q conA3gurationleads to a wider TAE gap structure across 

the plasma radius. Also, due to the low shear the ratio of rol/yd is systematically 

higher in the a-TAE discharges than in the comparison supershot plasmas. Even 

for the a-TAE discharges, this ratio can change dramatically for slight changes of 

q(0) (or of the central q profilein general). Obviously, a Enerq(0) scan is needed 

to further investigate this central q ( ~ )  sensitivity for a-TAE. 
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F. TAE and alpha loss 

The ultimate goal of the a-TAE experiment is to study alpha conEnement 

physics. However, no enhanced loss was so far observed due to these a-TAE. 

By comparing the amplitude of these a-TAEs with other observed TAEs (ICRF- 

TAE [22] and NB-TAE [23]), we found that the absence of measurable alpha loss 

can be mainly attributed to the weakness of the mode. According to the experi- 

mental scaling between the fast ion loss and the TAE amplitude [24], the present 

level of a-TAE is near or below the detection limit. 

III, KBM-INDUCED ALPHA LOSS 

The Erstobservation of the KBM-induced alpha loss has been described in 

Ref. [ll]. Correlation between the high-n modes and alpha loss enhancement 

was observed in both single-mode and multiple-mode cases. Here, we will mainly 

discuss the multiple-mode case, which correlates with much larger alpha loss than 

the single-mode case, and which was not simulated in Ref. [ll].  

A. Basic observation 

A factor of 2 enhancement in fusion alpha loss was observed in some Lithium- 

aided high-/? D-T supershot discharges [25], which correlates with occurrence of 

high frequency high-n MHD modes. The correlation is shown in Fig. 5(a) and 

(b). The escaping alphas are detected by scintillator probes [26] located at 90°, 

60" and 45" below the outboard midplane. Shown in Fig. 5(a) is the alpha particle 

Dux to the 90" probe normalized to the neutron yield. The high frequency 'modes 

are detected by both the 20-channel ECE polychromator [27] and Mirnov coil 

diagnostics. Figure 5(b) shows the contour plot of the frequency spectrum measured 
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from one ECE detector at r / a  II 0.40. The frequencies of these modes are well 

below the TAE frequency, which is in the range of V~/47rqR II 290 - 310 kHz for 

r / a  = 0.2-0.4 at t = 4.3-4.5 sec. Among the quasi-continuous MHD modes with 

n = 1 - 11, only those with high n(2 6) are found to correlate with the lost alpha 

bursts. This selective behavior indicates that the loss is due to direct wave-particle 

resonance, rather than being due to the stochasticity induced by low frequency 

MHD, which has also been previously observed in TFTR D-T experiments [28]. 

B. KBM mode structure 

The multiple-n modes are detected in 2 or 3 electron cyclotron emission (ECE) 

[27] channels on both the low-Eeldand high-Eeldsides. The mode radial structure 

shown in Fig. 6(a) clearly exhibits a ballooning character. This feature is also 

seen in the external magnetic measurement as shown in Fig. 3(c). These modes 

are peaked at the location of the high pressure gradient, as depicted in Fig. 6(b). 

Stability analysis using both a full kinetic code [I l l  and a two-Chid model [29] 

shows that, due to the strong local pressure gradient, the plasma is unstable to the 

kinetic MHD-ballooning modes (KBM). Study of similar KBMs observed in TFTR 

supershots (D-only and D-T plasmas) has been described in Ref. [30]. In contrast 

to the beta-driven Alfven eigenmodes (BAE) 1311 which have an Alfvem frequency 

scaling, these modes have real frequencies which scale with w II w+/2 (Ref. [30]), 

where u+ is the ion-diamagnetic frequency. This scaling is qualitatively consistent 

with KBM theory [ 101. 

C. Particle orbit simulation 

Particle simulation using the ORBIT code [32] has been carried out for the 

single KBM mode (n = 6) case and brielilyreported in Ref. [ll]. The mechanism 
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of resonance-induced loss was demonstrated in the simulation. Similar particle 

simulation for the multiple mode case (n = 6 - 11) is reported here. Realistic 

geometry7 q(r), and KBM mode structure (Fig. 6) are used. The wave-particle 

resonant interaction is the same as the single-mode case. The lost particles are 

counter moving (opposite to the plasma current direction) passing particles initially 

located at a smaller minor radius. The wave-particle resonance condition in the 

plasma frame can be written as n # - m d B - w ~ ~ ~ t  = const., where md = m, m f l .  

For a counter moving passing particle, = -wtt7 19 = -wtt/q, where wt N IqI/R 

is the toroidal transit frequency. The resonant condition becomes 

Figure 7 shows a typical lost alpha guiding center trajectory. This type of trajec- 

tory matches the measured escaping alpha parameters observed at the 90" detector 

[energy and pitch angle (= vll/z.')] [ll]. A striking feature is that the wave-particle 

interaction time is very short comparing with the transit time. This is due to the 

large alpha orbit drift and localization of the MHD modes. Alpha particles with 

E -3.5 MeV experience in each transit a large range of q values. An example 

is shown in Fig. 8(a). They interact with KBMs only when they pass through the 

modes at small values of r and q. During the brief interaction time (- 2pec), 

the particles undergo a random-walk-like process as shown in Fig. 8(b). For those 

particles that lose energy in this process the accumulated changes in pitch angle 

can Enallycause a transition to a trapped orbit lost from the plasma. The alpha loss 

process revealed in this simulation tells us that multiple MHD modes at different 

radii or a more global mode such as the global TAE will be more dangerous than 

the localized mode(s) because the loss rate depends on the wave-particle interaction 

time. 
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The alpha loss enhancement factor has also been simulated. In the simulation, 

10000 particles , all at 3.5 MeV with an isotropic pitch distribution, are followed 

for 9000 transit times (E 10 ms). The six modes with n = 6 - 11 and amplitude 

B / B  N 0.5 - 2 x (based on Fig.6) were used in the simulation. We compared 

the number of lost particles both with and without the MHD mode present. We 

found that the loss with KBM present to be about twice the loss without the modes, 

which agrees with the measurement. This result quantitatively conErmsour basic 

observation that the enhanced loss is due to high n KBMs. 

N. CONCLUSIONS 

Alpha-driven TAEs were observed during the post-beam phase of certain TFTR 

D-T discharges, as predicted by theory. Detailed data analysis shows that an el- 

evated central q signiWcantlyreduced the ,& threshold for the a-TAE excitation. 

The importance of low central magnetic shear (related to high qo) can be quali- 

tatively explained by the fact that the low central shear minimizes the radiative 

damping and continuum damping. IdentiEcationof the mode location and ampli- 

tude, measurement of the q proLEleand self-consistent transport simulations have 

been performed. For the Wrsttime, all these experimental results provide an oppor- 

tunity to benchmark the alpha-driven TAE theory. Initial numerical analysis from 

NOVA-K showed encouraging agreement with observations, e.g., TAE frequency, 

dominant mode number (n  = 3), importance of the central q proEle,etc. But there 

are other observations which remain to be clar2Eed.For example, the poloidal mode 

structure shows an anti-ballooning asymmetry, the order of appearance of different 

n TAEs is not always the same, etc. Also, at present, due to the weakness of the 

a-TAE, no correlated alpha-loss was observed. 
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SignilEcantalpha-loss correlated with high-n (2 6) KBMs has been observed 

in other high-performance D-T discharges. Particle simulation using the measured 

mode parameters (frequency, radial structure, amplitude) showed that the wave- 

particle resonance can indeed cause the observed loss. The loss is primarily caused 

by the wave-particle interaction in both velocity and real space. In a large volume 

and high current tokamak such as ITER, this type of interaction may not cause a 

direct loss of alphas to the wall when the mode is core localized (since the alpha 

banana orbit is smaller than the plasma radius). The same argument is expected 

to hold for the 0-TAE, e.g., the core localized TAE should not be as dangerous as 

the global TAE. However, such MHD-induced alpha redistribution may change the 

alpha heating proE1eor reduce the fusion ignition margin in a reactor. 
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